Complexities and sequence similarities of mRNA populations of cholinergic (NS20-Y) and adrenergic (N1E-115) murine neuroblastoma cell lines.
The clonal murine neuroblastoma cell lines NS20-Y and N1E-115 have been proposed as models for examining the commitment of neural crest cells to either the cholinergic or adrenergic phenotype, respectively. The validity of this model depends in part on the extent to which these two cell lines have diverged as a result of their transformed, rather than neuronal properties. In order to quantitate differences in gene expression between NS20-Y and N1E-115 cells, the mRNA complexity of each cell type was determined. An analysis of the kinetics of hybridization of NS20-Y cell mRNA with cDNA prepared from NS20-Y cell mRNA demonstrated the presence of approximately 11,700 mRNA species assuming an average length of 1900 nucleotides. A similar analysis using mRNA isolated from N1E-115 cells and cDNA prepared from N1E-115 cell mRNA demonstrated that the adrenergic cell line expressed approximately 11,600 mRNA species. The species of mRNA expressed by each cell line were resolved into high, intermediate, and low abundance populations. In order to determine whether mRNAs were expressed by the cholinergic, but not by the adrenergic cell line, NS20-Y cDNA was hybridized to an excess of N1E-115 cell mRNA. An analysis of the solution hybridization kinetics from this procedure demonstrated that the two cell lines do not differ significantly in the nucleotide complexity of their mRNA populations. The extensive similarity between the two mRNA populations suggests that only a small number of genes are expressed differentially between the two cell lines and supports their use as models for the differentiation of cholinergic and adrenergic neurons.